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Public Safety and Justice Reform – Community Conversations – a series of three

countywide community virtual calls were held to discuss the state of racial equity, public

safety and our systems with the goal of finding solutions based on direct feedback.

The result of my July Community Conversations around Public Safety and Justice in our

County was a report that included 22 Community Referrals that will be considered for

implementation by a Community Correction and Law Enforcement Monitoring Committee.

PEOPLE

RACIAL JUSTICE

Food Access for Families – I worked with both schools and community-based

organizations like Second Harvest of Silicon Valley to ensure that many of our families,

children and our older adults had uninterrupted access to food.

CHILDREN & FAMILIES

Childcare for Essential Workers - I understood that if our children didn’t have care, our

essential workers would be unable to work, so I gathered a coalition of childcare providers,

community-based organizations and the County Office of Education to stand up childcare

at no cost to our County essential workers.

On-Campus Student Mental Health Services - I am working tirelessly to expand access

to services at every school site in the County.

Bridging the Digital Divide - I knew that distance learning would be the safer but would

highlight a stark inequity: many students lacked access to internet and digital tools needed

to participate in this new form of learning. I worked with various partners, including Joint

Venture Silicon Valley and the County Office of Education to find the gaps and begin the

process of not only providing hotspots and laptops but also building the necessary

infrastructure to address these digital deserts.

Older Adult Meals and Services

Members of Bethel Church bagged and distributed 5,025 bags of groceries to families in need.

Healthcare Equity – I co-created an 11-member community board, which will look at existing

healthcare systems to find ways to ensure a more equitable approach to community

healthcare services.
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Isolation Supports - With the goal of cutting transmission and protecting our communities, I worked to provide individuals

who tested positive the support needed to stay home and quarantine.

Small Business Supports – Throughout this crisis, I have been clear that if we as a County are asking such great sacrifice

from both our residents and businesses, we must also provide supports to ensure each can come out of this as close to

whole as possible. I championed a small business loan program into which an initial $6 million dollars has been approved –

but more must be done.

Data Dashboards - I held the Public Health Officer and Emergency Operations Center accountable to ensure the public

had all the information they needed to understand health orders, policies, funding allocations and more.

COVID Cost Tracker - I directed this to be made public so that everyone could see where we were spending our dollars,

creating a baseline against which to measure to determine whether we were spending appropriate amounts in the most

impactful ways.

Budget Transparency - I led the creation of a Children’s Budget and a County Program Guide as initial steps toward a

more transparent budgeting system.

GOVERNANCE

TRANSPARENCY & ACCOUNTABILITY
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Street Calming Along MacArthur – Facilitated the installation of speed bumps and signage

in Burbank. 

QUALITY OF LIFE

Five+ neighborhoods adjacent to Valley Medical Center, to get an update on the

construction of a new inpatient psychiatric facility for adults and youth

Cambrian neighbors, to have a conversation to improve communication between

neighbors and a low-income housing developer

Willow Glen neighbors, to have a conversation to improve communication between

neighbors and the County Office of Supportive Housing

D4 in the Neighborhood - Held a day-long, socially-distanced event to connect with six

communities in the Supervisorial District.

D4 Community Connects – Held first weekly, now bi-weekly virtual calls with District 4

residents to share updates and answer questions.

D4 Business Connects – Held weekly calls with the District 4 business community in July to

share updates, answer questions and offer opportunity to ask questions directly to our

Emergency Operations Center.

Convened Meetings With -

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
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